Computerized quantification of tissue vascularization using high-resolution slide scanning of whole tumor sections.
Assessment of tissue vascularization using immunohistochemical techniques for microvessel detection has been limited by difficulties in generating reproducible quantitative data. The distinction of individual blood vessels and the selection of microscopic fields to be analyzed remain two factors of subjectivity. In this study, we used imaging analysis software and a high-resolution slide scanner for measurement of CD31-immunostained endothelial area (EA) in whole sections of human neuroblastoma xenograft and murine mammary adenocarcinoma tumors. Imaging analysis software provided objective criteria for analysis of sections of different tumors. The use of the criteria on images of entire tumor section acquired with the slide scanner constituted a rapid method to quantify tumor vascularization. Compared with previously described methods, the "hot spot" and the "random fields" methods, EA measurements obtained with our "whole section scanning" method were more reproducible with 8.6% interobserver disagreement for the "whole section scanning" method vs 42.2% and 39.0% interobserver disagreement for the "hot spot" method and the "random fields," respectively. Microvessel density was also measured with the whole section scanning method and provided additional data on the distribution and the size of the blood vessels. Therefore, this method constitutes a time efficient and reproducible method for quantification of tumor vascularization.